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Signature splitting and quasiparticle alignment in the yrast band of 165Ta
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Excited states in165Ta were populated in the142Nd(27Al,4n)165Ta and 141Pr(28Si,4n)165Ta reactions and
investigated using the AFRODITE array. The yrast rotational decay sequence up to spin 53/22 is identified and
assigned to the@514#9/22 configuration. The nuclear shape is investigated using total Routhian surface cal-
culations. The experimental results are discussed in relation to existing data in the neighboring Ta isotopes and
results from cranked shell model calculations. Unexpectedly large signature splitting, for a high-V configura-
tion, is observed in the yrast band. Further discrepancies are observed between theoretical and experimental
values for the band crossing frequency and signature splitting of theB(M1)/B(E2) ratios. The possibility that
these discrepancies are a consequence of a large deviation from an axially symmetric nuclear shape is inves-
tigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei in theA;160 mass region have shown a numb
of phenomena that challenge our understanding of nuc
structure. These rare-earth nuclei are known to have med
prolate deformationb2;0.1–0.3@1# and to exhibit rotational
bands built on different multiquasiparticle orbitals. In th
region of 71Lu and 73Ta isotopes one of the most strikin
phenomena observed is the behavior of the signature s
ting in the bands built on theV59/2ph11/2 orbital: ~i! in the
odd-Z even-N isotopes these bands show unexpectedly la
signature splitting, whose amplitude increases consider
with decreasingN down to N;90 @2–12#. However, after
the first backbending~known to be caused by the rotation
alignment of a pair ofi 13/2 neutrons! the signature splitting
becomes small and signature inversion is observed in sev
cases. ~ii ! In odd-odd isotopes the bands built on t
ph11/2^ n i 13/2 configuration show small anomalous signatu
splitting at low spins~unfavored signaturea51 lies at lower
excitation energy than the favored signaturea50). The sig-
nature staggering amplitude increases with decreasingN, and
consequently the signature inversion point moves to hig
spins~see, for instance, Ref.@13#!.

Attempts to reproduce this phenomenon have been m
by taking into account the possible deviation from an axia
symmetric nuclear shape. Potential energy surface~PES! cal-
culations@14# have shown that aph11/2 orbital in the upper
half of the shell drives the prolate deformed nucleus towa
negativeg deformations (g;220°), where the two signa
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laan 25, 9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands.
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tures of the orbital show considerable splitting even at l
rotational frequency. On the other hand, the low-V compo-
nents of then i 13/2 shell strongly favor shapes withg*0.
Therefore if one assumes that the nucleus is sufficientlg
soft to respond to the deformation-driving effect of the o
quasiparticle, then the experimentally observed features
signature splitting in odd-A nuclei and signature inversion i
odd-odd nuclei can be qualitatively explained@14#.

In the rare-earth region Bengtssonet al. @15# have consid-
ered theN;90 and 62,Z,70 nuclei as sufficientlyg soft
for the odd quasiprotons in theh11/2 shell to induce a nega
tive g deformation for which the signature splitting phenom
enon can take place. Such phenomena, however, have
experimentally observed up to the73Ta isotopes.

This work extends the study of the nuclei in this regi
with the spectroscopy of the most neutron-deficient tanta
nucleus investigated to date,165Ta. Although severalg-ray
transitions had been identified with165Ta prior to this work,
they had not been assigned to a definitive level scheme@16–
18#. The present work establishes the yrast band of165Ta up
to a spin of 53/22. The assignment of the@514#9/22 con-
figuration to this band is discussed. The observed ali
ments, bandcrossing frequencies, signature splitting,
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are compared with results fro
cranked shell model calculations, and their implications
the nuclear shape are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTS

High-spin states in165Ta were populated in two indepen
dent reactions using theK5200 separated sector cyclotro
facility of the National Accelerator Center~NAC! near Cape
Town. In the first experiment the reactio
142Nd(27Al,4n)165Ta was investigated at an incident ener
of 150 MeV, using a self-supporting142Nd target foil of
thickness 750mg cm22 enriched to 98.7%. At this energy
the dominant residuals were found to be164Hf (37%),
164Ta (22%), 165Hf (17%), 165Ta (17%), and
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162Lu (8%). The figures in parentheses represent the
proximate percentage of the total production cross sec
for the respective channel.

Gamma-gamma coincidences were measured with
AFRODITE g-ray spectrometer comprising eight Compto
suppressed germanium Clover detectors~two at 45°, four at
90°, and two at 135° relative to the beam direction! and
seven fourfold segmented low energy photon spectrome
~LEPS’s! ~two at 45°, three at 90°, and two at 135° relati
to the beam direction!. A description of AFRODITE and its
performance characteristics can be found in Ref.@19#. The
event trigger condition required a three-or-higher-fold co
cidence between any of the 15 detectors. With these co
tions a data set of 538 million coincident events was
quired during some 206 hours of beam time.

In the off-line analysis, the raw event data from all dete
tors were calibrated using standard133Ba and 152Eu sources
and Doppler corrected using an empirically determinedb
value (b.0.0153). The Clover data were sorted into sy
metric Eg2Eg as well as asymmetric matrices for a dete
mination of g-ray multipolarities based on the direction
correlation of decays from oriented states~DCO! method
@20#. Both LEPS and Clover data were also used to const
a three dimensionalEg2Eg2Eg cube. Analysis of the coin-
cidence relationships was carried out using stand
RADWARE software@21#.

In the second experiment high-spin states of165Ta were
populated in the reaction141Pr(28Si,4n)165Ta at an incident
energy of 142 MeV, using a thick 17-mg cm22 target. The
most important residual nuclei were determined to
166Ta (41%), 166Hf (23%), 165Ta (19%), 165Hf (14%),
and 164Hf (2%). Except for 165Ta level schemes for all o
the above have been identified@22,23#. Gamma-gamma co
incidences were detected using AFRODITE with seven C
vers and eight LEPS’s. In all other important respects
setup for both experiments was identical. A data set of 1
million three-and-higher-fold coincidences was acquired d
ing about 50 hours of beam time, and the raw event d
sorted into matrices for subsequent analysis.

III. LEVEL SCHEME

The yrast rotational decay sequence of165Ta presented in
Fig. 1, up to spin 53/2 at an excitation energy of 6168 ke
is based on the present work. Gamma rays from165Ta had
been previously identified by Clarket al. @16# but to our
knowledge no definitive decay scheme has yet been c
structed. Preliminary calculations of reaction cross secti
using theEVAPORcode@24# predicted that both the164Ta and
165Ta channels would be strongly populated in the first
periment, while the second experiment was expected to
duce mainly165Ta and 166Ta, but no 164Ta. At the present
time the decay scheme of164Ta is also unknown. Conse
quently theg rays assigned to164,165Ta in the first experi-
ment, by gating on the Ta x rays, could not be unambi
ously identified with either164Ta or 165Ta. We therefore
compared their production yield with that in the second
periment. Since the high-spin structure of166Ta is known
@22#, g rays present in both data sets, which are also
02430
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coincidence with the Ta x rays, were assigned to165Ta.
For instance, the transition 134.5 keV was found to b

long to a band sequence that is in coincidence with the T
rays in both sets of experimental data. Figure 2~a! shows the
spectrum obtained from the142Nd(27Al,4n)165Ta reaction
data in coincidence with the 134.5-keV transition. This is
be compared with the spectrum obtained by setting a gat
the 134.5-keVg ray, but using theEg-Eg matrix constructed
from the 141Pr(28Si,4n)165Ta reaction data, in Fig. 2~b!.
Since theg rays in this gate are not from166Ta @22#, and

FIG. 1. Level scheme of the yrast band of165Ta. The widths of
the arrows indicate the transitions intensities. Excitation energ
are relative to the 9/22 level energy~assumed 0 keV!.

FIG. 2. Coincidence spectra gated on the 134.5-keV transitio
Ta, measured in the reactions~a! 142Nd(27Al,4n)165Ta and ~b!
141Pr(28Si,4n)165Ta.
3-2
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FIG. 3. Selected triple coincidence spectr
~a! Double gate on 399.5 keV and the Ta x ra
~b! Double gate on 399.5 and 527.8 keV.~c!
Double gate on 399.5 and 620.5 keV.
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since 164Ta was not expected among the residuals in
second experiment, they were assigned to165Ta. This con-
clusion is supported by a previous identification of a num
of these transitions with165Ta on the basis of mass 16
recoils @17,18#.

The level scheme was constructed on the basis ofg-ray
coincidence relationships and intensities. The analysis
triple coincidences obtained by setting double gates on
cube proved essential in resolving multiplets and plac
them in the level scheme. For example, an unresolved d
blet of about 400 keV occurs in the band. The spectrum
coincidence with the 399.5-keV transition and the Ta x r
shows a strong line at 401.3 keV in addition to the oth
strong transitions in the band@Fig. 3~a!#. The 401.3-keV
transition is still visible in the spectrum double gated on
399.5 and 527.8-keVg rays, seen in Fig. 3~b!, but is absent
from the spectrum double gated on 399.5 and 620.5 k
presented in Fig. 3~c!. We have therefore placed the 401.
keV transition parallel to 620.5 keV. In a similar way th
remaining doublets of 323, 361, and 496 keV could
placed into the level scheme. Strong doublets were also
at 173 and 226 keV. However, an analysis of double-ga
spectra revealed that these transitions are both singlets in
band, whereas they occur as doublets in a different band
addition a number of other transitions~179, 188, 207, 210
225, 251, 252 keV! have been identified as belonging to
different decay sequence in165Ta, but it has not been pos
sible to place these in a consistent level scheme at the pre
time. We have not been able to identify transitions depo
lating the lowest lying levels of the yrast band. This can
due to the very low energy of the decaying transitions
long lifetimes.

It is known that the bands of odd nuclei in this ma
region typically comprise two signature partner sequenc
linked via cascade transitions. The level scheme for165Ta
deduced in the present work is consistent with this trend.
directional correlation ratios@DCO ratiosI g(45°)/I g(90°)#
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for these cascade transitions in the level scheme are clos
0.8, while DCO ratios for the in-band crossover transitio
are close to 1.3. These values are consistent with dipole
quadrupole transitions, respectively. The assignment of
ther electric or magnetic character to the 20 strongest tra
tions in the band is supported without exception by line
polarization measurements performed using the Clovers
polarimeters as described in Ref.@25#. The experimental
anisotropiesA for transitions in the yrast band were calc
lated from the expression

A5
NV2aNH

NV1aNH

with relative efficiencya50.994, whereNV denotes the
number ofg rays which scattered in a plane perpendicular
the beam axis, andNH the number which scattered in a plan
parallel to the beam axis. The sign ofA is positive for
stretched electric transitions, and negative for stretched m
netic transitions. On the basis of the anisotropies and D
measurements, most transitions could be assignedM1 or E2
character. The DCO ratio value for the 400-keV doublet
intermediate between the values for a dipole and a qua
pole transition, consistent with the placement of the 39
(E2) and 401.3 keV (M1) transitions in the level scheme

The g-ray intensities for clean transitions were dete
mined from the coincidence projection of a gate set on the
x rays. It was verified that the relative intensities of the
transitions to other transitions in the band were not skew
by gating on the x ray. For the remaining transitions, t
intensities were determined by using theEg2Eg2Eg cube
to generate double-gated spectra. In the upper part of
band, above the 29/22 level, most of the intensity is carried
by M1 transitions. Below the 27/22 level, however, most of
the gamma intensity flows through the favoreda521/2 se-
quence ofE2 transitions.
3-3
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TABLE I. Level energies, spin assignments,g-ray transition energies, intensities, branching rati
B(M1)/B(E2), DCO ratios, and the anisotropy in165Ta.

Eex Initial→ Eg I g Branching B(M1)/B(E2)e DCO ratio A

~keV!a final spin ~keV!b c ratiod I g(45°)
I g(90°)

NV2aNH

NV1aNH

h

70.6 11
2

2→ 9
2

2 70.6 206~43! 1.01~20! f

297.3 13
2

2→ 9
2

2 297.3 181~80! 0.12~06! 1.16~54! f f

13
2

2→ 11
2

2 226.7 1506~211! 1.06~15!g 20.08(1)

470.1 15
2

2→ 11
2

2 399.5 1133~226! 1.43~40! 0.96~26! 1.02~14!g 10.07(1)

15
2

2→ 13
2

2 172.8 790~150! 0.90~13! 20.14(2)

793.9 17
2

2→ 13
2

2 496.6 456~46! 0.58~15! 1.07~28! 1.54~30!g 10.06(1)g

17
2

2→ 15
2

2 323.8 787~189! 0.80~15!g 20.10(1)

997.9 19
2

2→ 15
2

2 527.8 1978~59! 4.33~62! 0.78~11! 1.16~19! 10.07(1)

19
2

2→ 17
2

2 204.0 457~64! 0.68~19! f

1399.2 21
2

2→ 17
2

2 605.3 572~132! 0.91~29! 0.96~31! f f

21
2

2→ 19
2

2 401.3 626~138! 1.02~14!g 20.07(1)

1618.4 23
2

2→ 19
2

2 620.5 1790~54! 8.91~93! 0.68~07! 1.28~20! 10.07(1)

23
2

2→ 21
2

2 219.2 201~20! 0.62~10! f

2070.9 25
2

2→ 21
2

2 671.7 437~136! 0.88~30! 1.18~40! f f

25
2

2→ 23
2

2 452.5 499~65! 0.84~17! 20.05(1)

2294.9 27
2

2→ 23
2

2 676.5 1606~209! 6.35~101! 1.38~22! 1.25~17! 10.06(1)

27
2

2→ 25
2

2 224.0 253~23! f f

2655.4 29
2

2→ 25
2

2 584.5 775~109! 0.87~24! 1.16~32! 1.49~30! 10.03(1)

29
2

2→ 27
2

2 361.0 890~214! 0.84~12!g 20.11(1)

2790.9 31
2

2→ 27
2

2 496.0 862~78! 1.39~17! 6.18~75! 1.54~30!g 10.06(1)

31
2

2→ 29
2

2 134.5 619~50! 0.85~12! f

2974.7 33
2

2→ 29
2

2 ~319! <40 <0.04 >12.1 f f

33
2

2→ 31
2

2 183.8 1000~80! 0.78~11! 20.15(3)

3173.9 35
2

2→ 31
2

2 384.0 229~41! 0.29~06! 2.54~50! f f

35
2

2→ 33
2

2 200.2 801~64! 0.83~12! 20.22(3)

3413.1 37
2

2→ 33
2

2 438.4 449~86! 0.55~11! 1.51~29! f 10.11(1)

37
2

2→ 35
2

2 238.4 813~24! 0.89~12! 20.09(1)

3682.3 39
2

2→ 35
2

2 508.4 452~162! 0.62~23! 1.93~70! f 10.08(1)

39
2

2→ 37
2

2 270.3 727~51! 0.78~11! 20.09(1)

3970.1 41
2

2→ 37
2

2 557.0 454~64! 0.82~12! 1.93~28! 0.93~38! 10.18(1)

41
2

2→ 39
2

2 286.7 551~220! 0.81~11! 20.08(1)

4291.1 43
2

2→ 39
2

2 608.8 338~68! 0.71~21! 2.45~72! f f

43
2

2→ 41
2

2 322.1 475~101! 0.80~15!g 20.10(1)

4622.4 45
2

2→ 41
2

2 652.3 421~59! 1.01~15! 2.27~35! 1.25~25! 10.11(2)

45
2

2→ 43
2

2 330.3 418~25! 0.78~12! 20.18(1)

4982.9 47
2

2→ 43
2

2 691.8 228~93! 0.53~24! 4.45~202! f 10.07(1)

47
2

2→ 45
2

2 360.5 430~86! 0.84~12!g 20.11(1)
024303-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Eex Initial→ Eg I g Branching B(M1)/B(E2)e DCO ratio A

~keV!a final spin ~keV!b c ratiod I g(45°)
I g(90°)

NV2aNH

NV1aNH

h

5355.6 49
2

2→ 45
2

2 733.2 167~43! 0.64~18! 4.47~123! 1.50~30! f

49
2

2→ 47
2

2 372.4 261~25! f f

5752.3 51
2

2→ 47
2

2 769.4 122~20! f f

6168.3 53
2

2→ 49
2

2 812.7 129~30! f f

aRelative to the9
2

2 level.
bUncertainties: 0.3 keV, but up to 1.0 keV for weak transitions and multiple lines.
cNormalized to the 183.8-keV33

2
2→ 31

2
2 transition. Uncertainties: 5 –10 % for weak transitions, and up

50% for multiple lines.
dl5I g(I→I 22)/I g(I→I 21).
eDetermined assumingd250.
fCould not be determined due to poor statistics.
gUnresolved doublet. DCO ratio is for total peak.
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From our data it was not possible to firmly establish t
existence of a 319-keV transition between the 33/22 and
29/22 levels. The placement of this transition in the lev
scheme is therefore tentative. An upper limit for the bran
ing ratio of the decay out of the 33/22 level was found to be
I g(319)/I g(183.8)<0.04. The level energies,g-ray ener-
gies, intensities, spin assignments, DCO ratios, and aniso
pies are summarized in Table I.

In order to look for isomeric states~nanosecond range!,
the recoil shadow anisotropy method~RSAM! @26#, that re-
quires no additional device besides the AFRODITE arr
was used. We did not find any evidence for isomers in
nanosecond range in165Ta.

Because no low-spin states in165Ta had been identified
prior to this work, and because no transitions deexciting
lowest-lying levels of the yrast band were observed, the s
and parity of the band head could not be measured exp
mentally. They were therefore assigned on the basis of
tematics. This method has been used for bands in sever
the heavier odd-mass Ta isotopes@2–4,27–29#. The lowest-
lying level of the yrast band was assigned a spin and pa
of 9/22 and configuration@514#9/22 based on the following
arguments:

~i! Excitation energies of the yrast states relative to
lowest-lying level observed in165Ta were compared with
relative excitation energies in bands built on different intr
sic configurations for the heavier odd-mass167-179Ta isotopes
@2–4,27–30#. Our data follow the smooth trend of the lev
excitation energies only for bands assigned to the@514#9/22

orbital, and only if it is assumed that the spin and parity
the lowest-lying observed level is 9/22 ~see Fig. 4!.

~ii ! A large signature splitting ~69 keV at \v
50.225 MeV) of the yrast band below the backbend w
measured. Since this is a characteristic feature only for ba
built on the negative parityph11/2 orbital in the lighter odd-
Z even-N rare earths withN<94 ~e.g., 159,161,163,165Lu, see
for example, Ref.@6#, 167Ta @2#!, theph11/2 orbital should be
associated with this band.
02430
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~iii ! Figure 5 shows the systematic variation of the ene
staggering amplitudeE(I )2E(I 21) as a function of spin
for the ph11/2 @514#9/22 bands of the odd-A 1652179Ta iso-
topes. The165Ta yrast band follows the observed trend, wi
favored states lying lower in energy than unfavored sta
and a sudden decrease in the staggering amplitudeI
529/2, only if spin 9/2 is assigned to the lowest level of t
yrast band.

~iv! Among the available negative parity, high-V proton
orbitals for the odd-A isotopes 167-185Ta, the p@514#9/22

orbital was calculated to be the closest to the Fermi surf
@1#. Our CSM calculations suggest that this will also be tr
for 165Ta ~see Sec. IV!. Indeed, the strongly coupled band
assigned to this configuration in the neighboring odd-m
Ta isotopes have been found to lie at relatively low exci
tion energy, with the trend to become yrast for lighter is
topes~as it is for 167Ta @2#!.

~v! The measuredB(M1)/B(E2) ratios~see Sec. IV! for
the 165Ta yrast band are consistent with the assignmen
the @514#9/22 intrinsic configuration to this band.

FIG. 4. Excitation energies in the bands built on the@514#9/22

orbital. The energies are relative to the 9/22 level energies in
1652179Ta nuclei.
3-5
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Experimental quantities in the rotating frame

1. Experimental Routhians, alignments, and band crossings

In order to study the rotational motion of a deform
nucleus, it is convenient to transform the experimental ex
tation energies and spins into the rotating frame@31#. The
degree of rotational alignmenti (v) can be expressed by

i ~v!5I x~v!2I re f , ~1!

whereI x(v) is the component of total angular momentum
the band on the axis of rotation andI re f is the total aligned
angular momentum of a reference configuration, and

I re f5vJo1v3J1 , ~2!

I x~ I !5AS I 1
1

2D 2

2K2, ~3!

v~ I !5
Ef2Ei

I x~ I f !2I x~ I i !
, ~4!

whereJo and J1 are the Harris parameters of the rotation
reference configuration. The parametersJo521 \2 MeV21

andJ1563 \4 MeV23 corresponding to the even-even164Hf
core @23# were used in our calculations.

The experimental level energiesE(I ) are transformed
from the laboratory frame to the rotating frameEv according
to @31#

Ev5E~ I !2\vI x . ~5!

The Routhian is obtained by subtracting a referenceEre f
52(v2/2)Jo2(v4/4)J11(1/8Jo) from Ev. From the plot
of experimentally determined Routhians and alignme
~Fig. 6! for both signatures of the yrast band one can meas
the experimental crossing frequencies:\v50.26 MeV for

FIG. 5. The systematics of the energy differenceE(I )2E(I
21) in the bands built on the@514#9/22 orbital for the 1652179Ta
nuclei. To avoid superposition of data corresponding to differ
isotopes, they are succesively offset by 100 keV. The black~grey!
symbols correspond to the unfavored~favored! signature of the
@514#9/22 orbital.
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the negative signature sequence and\v50.25 MeV for the
positive signature sequence, with an alignment gain
'10\.

2. Signature splitting

Signaturea is the quantum number associated with t
rotation operator:Rx(p)c5e2 ip j xc5e2 ipac. A symmetry
of the nuclear wave function with respect toRx(p) relates
states separated byDI 52. In an odd nucleus, the signatu
defined bya f5

1
2 (21) j 21/2 ~favored signature! is lowered

with respect to theau5 1
2 (21) j 11/2 ~unfavored! signature

@32#, where the angular momentum of the odd particle
expressed byj. The rotational sequence presented in Fig
shows a lowering of the favoreda52 1

2 sequence with re-
spect to the unfavored one corresponding toa51 1

2 .
The experimental signature splittingDe8, i.e., the differ-

ence in energy at a given frequency between the unfavo
and favored signatures for the yrast band can be seen in
6. The signature splitting is of the order of 69 keV below t
band crossing, and reverses and is much smaller after
band crossing.

3. Electromagnetic transition probabilities

From the g-ray intensities in Table I we obtained th
branching ratiosl5@ I g(E2)#/@ I g(M1)#. The ratios of the
reduced transition probabilities can be determined using
expression

B~M1,I→I 21!

B~E2,I→I 22!
50.697•

Eg
5~E2!

Eg
3~M1!

•

1

l~11d2!
@m2/e2b2#.

~6!

The mixing ratios d25I g(E2,I→I 21)/I g(M1,I→I 21)
could not be evaluated in our case~lack of angular correla-
tion data!. Thed2 values estimated from a rotational formu

t

FIG. 6. Upper panel: the experimental Routhians for t
@514#9/22 band in 165Ta. Lower panel: the experimental alignme
for the @514#9/22 band in 165Ta. A core reference withJ0521
\2 MeV21 andJ1563 \4 MeV23 has been used.
3-6
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~e.g., Ref.@33#! are found to be small. Therefore we ha
assumedd50 in this analysis. The error introduced by th
assumption is negligible compared with the errors inl.

The branching ratiosl and theB(M1)/B(E2) ratios de-
termined for the yrast band are listed in Table I. At low sp
the ratio shows a signature dependence. An increase in
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios is observed at then i 13/2 crossing, sig-
naling a change in the nature of the wave functions.

B. Calculations

1. Total Routhian surface calculations

Total Routhian surface~TRS! calculations@34# were per-
formed to give an indication of nuclear deformations f
various configurations. The calculations were based on
cranked shell model, employing the universal Woods-Sa
potential@35# and the Strutinsky shell-correction formalism
They predict the nuclear shape@parametrized in terms of th
quadrupole (b2), and hexadecapole (b4) degrees of freedom
including a nonaxial deformation (g)#, by minimizing the
total Routhian with respect to the shape parametersb̂
5(b2 ,b4 ,g) for different configurations and as a functio
of the rotational frequency. The Lund convention forg @36#
is used. More details regarding the general method used
be found in Refs.@34,37,38#.

Calculations of TRSs were performed for a number
low lying one-quasiproton configurations. Since at high
tational frequencies signaturea(I 5a mod2) and parityp
are the only two good quantum numbers, the quasipart
configurations were labeled using the convention descri
in Table II. One should keep in mind that the Nilsson lab
associated with each configuration are strictly valid only
\v50 MeV, while the shell model labels are approximate
valid only at small quadrupole deformations. The TR
minima for the lowest negative parity one-quasiproton c
figurationse and f are given in Table III. Each TRS has
well defined parity and signature but no other conser

TABLE II. Convention for labeling the orbitals described b
different parity and signature quantum numbers. The neutron~pro-
ton! configurations are described by uppercase~lowercase! letters.

Shell model Nilsson Adopted
label label (p,a) label

ph11/2 @514#9/22 (2,2 1
2 ) e

ph11/2 @514#9/22 (2,1 1
2 ) f

n i 13/2 @651#3/21 (1,1 1
2 ) A

n i 13/2 @651#3/21 (1,2 1
2 ) B

TABLE III. Equilibrium deformations of the lowest quasiproto
configurations obtained from the TRS calculations at\v
50.150 MeV, corresponding to165Ta.

(p,a)p Label b2 g b4

(2,1 1
2 ) f 0.176 20.2 0.006

(2,2 1
2 ) e 0.177 20.8 0.006
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quantum numbers. Different parts of one surface may the
fore correspond to different configurations.

Selected examples of TRSs for the lowest-lying (p,a)
5(2,21/2) configuration before and after the neutr
alignment are presented in Fig. 7. The calculated surfac
this negative parity configuration isg soft at low rotational
frequencies: the lowest energy contour line, correspondin
an energy difference of 100 keV, includesg values varying
from 220° to120°, with potential energy minimum at pro
late deformation withb2;0.18 ~left panel in Fig. 7!. After
the first band crossing no significant changes are predi
for the nuclear shape, it is stillg soft with the energy mini-
mum at about the same quadrupole deformation with smag
deformation~middle panel in the same figure!. At still higher
rotational frequencies, in addition to the minimum at ‘‘no
mal’’ deformation, other potential energy minima appe
corresponding to much larger quadrupole deformation. T
is not unexpected, since in the neighboring163Lu and 165Lu
nuclei such highly deformed shapes were both theoretic
predicted and experimentally observed@9,39#. In 165Ta,
however, although such shape coexistence is predicted
ready at\v;0.40 MeV andI .24\ ~see the right panel in
Fig. 7!, it has not been observed in our data.

2. Single-particle energies and cranked shell model calculation

The single-particle proton and neutron levels calcula
with a Woods-Saxon potential1 for Z573 and N592 are
presented in Fig. 8. For the predicted nuclear deformation
b2;0.18, the single particle orbitals lying close to theZ

573 Fermi level are@404# 7
2

1, @402# 5
2

1, @523# 7
2

2, and

@514# 9
2

2 ~as shown in Fig. 8!.
The quasiparticle Routhians for neutrons and protons~see

Ref. @31# for a detailed explanation! are plotted in Fig. 9 as a

1The mean field was described by ‘‘universal’’ parameters de
mined by the Warsaw group@40#. A detailed comparison betwee
the modified harmonic oscillator~Nilsson! potential and the Woods
Saxon potentials is provided in Ref.@41#. Note that there are som
differences@42#, compared to the standard modified harmonic o
cillator Nilsson diagrams, in particular, the reordering of the 1g7/2

and 2d5/2 shells.

FIG. 7. Total Routhian surfaces calculated for configurat
(p,a)5(2,21/2) before and after then i 13/2 alignment. The left
figure corresponds to\v50.15 MeV ~minimum at I 54.6\, b2

50.177, g520.8, b450.006), the middle figure to\v
50.25 MeV ~minimum at I 517.6\, b250.180, g51.0, b4

50.017), while the right figure corresponds to\v50.40 MeV
~minimum atI 525.1\, b250.185,g510.2, b450.015).
3-7
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function of the rotational frequency for deformation para
eters obtained from the minimum in the TRS (b250.177,
b450.006, g520.8°, Dn51.06 MeV, and Dp

51.11 MeV). The lowest lying proton orbital, as shown
Fig. 9, is predicted to be@514#9/22, which was one of the
arguments used for the assignment of this configuration
the yrast band of165Ta. However, the predicted signatu
splitting between thee and f Routhians is;11 keV at\v
;0.225 MeV, much smaller than the experimentally me
sured value of 69 keV. Since the odd proton occupies the
level, the crossing at\v;0.42 MeV is blocked and the firs
proton alignment is predicted at\v;0.51 MeV. For neu-
trons, at\v;0.20 MeV the vacuum is crossed by theAB
configuration and a change in the aligned angular momen
D i .11\ is predicted. The next change in the aligned angu
momentum occurs at\v;0.32 MeV. A comparison with the
experimentally measured band crossing frequency and
in alignment in the yrast band suggests that the first b
crossing involves the alignment of ani 13/2 neutron pair. This
suggestion is supported by the systematics, as such a ne
band crossing is systematically observed in all the nucle
the rare-earth mass region. However, the band crossing
quency \vc;0.20 MeV predicted by CSM for the yras
band of 165Ta is rather low in comparison with the exper
mentally measured\vc;0.26 MeV.

The experimental Routhians~Fig. 6, upper panel! for the
@514#9/22 band indicate that the interaction strength b
tween the one-quasiparticle and three-quasiparticle band
uVu;100 keV. This is consistent with the results of CS
calculations~see upper panel of Fig. 9!.

FIG. 8. Single-particle levels calculated with a Woods-Sax
potential appropriate forN592 neutrons~upper panel! and for Z
573 protons ~lower panel!. The orbitals are labeled with th
asymptotic quantum numbers@N,nz ,L#V. Positive parity orbitals
are represented by the solid lines while the negative parity orb
are represented by the dashed lines.
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3. B(M1)ÕB(E2) ratios

Some discrepancies were also observed when compa
experimentalB(M1)/B(E2) ratios with theoretical predic
tions, obtained by using a semiclassical approximation ba
on the cranking approach~e.g., Ref.@43#!:

B~M1,I→I 21!

B~E2,I→I 22!

5
12

5Qo
2cos2~30°1g! S 12

K2

S I 2
1

2D 2D 22

•K2

3F ~gp2gR!SA12
K2

I 2
2

i p

I
6

De8

\v D
2~gn2gR!

i n

I G 2

, ~7!

wheregR is theg factor of the collective rotation andgp (gn)
the intrinsicg factor of the quasiproton~quasineutron!. The
proton and neutron aligned angular momenta are denote
i p and i n , and De8 represents the experimental signatu
splitting. The formula is valid only for axially symmetric
nuclei but can be expected to give a reasonable descrip
for 165Ta if only a small deviation from axial symmetry i
assumed.

A quadrupole moment ofQo54.9 eb ~calculated as in
Ref. @44#! and g50°, reflecting the minimum in the TRS
were used. In order to obtain the average values of
B(M1)/B(E2) ratio the signature splitting was neglecte
The gyromagnetic factorgR was chosen to be 0.4@45# below
the band crossing. Unsatisfactory agreement between the
perimental and the theoretical~dash-dotted curve in Fig. 10!
values is obtained if we assumegp51.3. Values between
1.24 and 1.34 were previously used for theg factor of the
proton @514#9/22 orbital in 167,169Ta and 163,165,167Lu iso-
topes@2,3,7–9,11#.

The signature splitting in theB(M1)/B(E2) ratios below
the backbend has been calculated~the dotted curve in Fig.
10! using the experimentally measured signature splitt
De8. In order to obtain a good average overlap with t
experimental data a value ofgp51.1 was used. It can be see
that the theoretical curve strongly overestimates the split
amplitude.

The experimentalB(M1)/B(E2) ratios show a sudden
increase above the band crossing at\v50.26 MeV. This is
mainly a result of the increase in theB(M1) values, due to
the alignment of thei 13/2 neutrons, and may also reflect
possible change in the nuclear deformation induced by
quasiparticle alignment. The theoreticalB(M1)/B(E2) ra-
tios above the backbend~dashed line in Fig. 10! have been
calculated using the values for the aligned angular mome
obtained from the experiment~Fig. 6!, the valuegn520.2
~which is characteristic fori 13/2 neutrons@46#!, andgR50.3
~which takes into account the increased neutron contribu

n

ls
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to the moment of inertia!. Again unsatisfactory agreemen
with the experimental ratios was obtained.

The experimentalB(M1)/B(E2) data appear to increas
smoothly with angular momentum at higher spins. This m
reflect a decrease in theB(E2) rates, since theB(M1) rates
are not expected to increase~there is no indication of anothe
quasiparticle alignment!. For the nuclei156Dy90, 160Yb90,
and 161Yb91 lifetime measurements@47–49# have revealed a
decrease in collectivity of the ground band at then i 13/2 band
crossing, which was explained as a result of the decrea
nuclear deformation induced by the aligning neutrons.
the more stable166Yb96 lifetime measurements@50# have
also shown a loss of collectivity, but at higher spins. In t
Lu and Ta isotopes no lifetime measurements have been
formed, but in the light161,163,165Lu isotopes a similar in-
crease in theB(M1)/B(E2) ratio was observed at highe
spins@8# and a possible decrease in the nuclear quadru
deformation was suggested. In the167,169Ta isotopes no evi-
dence for such increase in theB(M1)/B(E2) has been
found @2,3#. Therefore, although it is likely that a decrease
nuclear quadrupole deformation causes the observed incr
in the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios at higher spins, lifetime mea
surements are needed to confirm such a suggestion.

Although the assignment of the@514#9/22 quasiparticle
configuration to the yrast band can be considered unamb
ous, the band crossing frequency, the signature splitting
the Routhians and the splitting of theB(M1)/B(E2) ratios,
in particular below the backbending, could not be reprodu
satisfactorily by the CSM calculations. Indeed, these ca

FIG. 9. The quasiparticle Routhians for neutrons~upper panel!
and for protons~lower panel! plotted as a function of rotationa
frequency for165Ta. The calculations were done usingb250.177,
g520.8°, b450.006. The insets correspond to calculations us
the same parameters, butg5218°. The parity and signature (p,a)
of the Routhians are represented as follows: (1,11/2) solid lines,
(1,21/2) dotted lines, (2,11/2) dash-dotted lines, and (2,
21/2) dashed lines.
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lations were made assuming that the nucleus has a rigid
formation described by the parameters at the potential en
minimum of the TRS, while in fact ag-soft shape was pre
dicted ~see Fig. 7!.

Similar discrepancies between the experimental quant
and the theoretical CSM predictions were previously fou
in the neighboring odd-A Ta and Lu nuclei withN*90, and
were considered as a possible indication of a triaxial and
g-soft nuclear deformation@2,5–11#. On the other hand
Bengtssonet al. @15# considered that only the rare-earth n
clei with N;90 and 62,Z,70 would be sufficientlyg soft
for the odd quasiparticle to drive the nuclear shape tow
sizeableg deformation. Therefore the question aboutg de-
viations from axial symmetry for the light Lu and in particu
lar Ta isotopes remains open.

C. Are the light Ta isotopes nonaxially symmetric?

Although it is difficult to find conclusive experimenta
evidence@51,52# for the existence of ag-deformed shape, a
number of indications lead to such a suggestion.

1. Increased backbending frequency for NÈ90

The upper part of Fig. 11 shows the band crossing f
quency \vc of the AB ~neutron i 13/2) alignment for the
ground bands in the even-even70Yb, 72Hf, and 74W iso-
topes, as well as for theph11/2 bands in the odd71Lu and
73Ta isotopes and thep@402#5/21 bands in the odd73Ta
isotopes, as a function of the neutron numberN. The data
used in plotting the figures are from Refs.@2–6,12,53–59#.
The main trend of the band crossing frequency for the iso
pic chains in even-even nuclei is to decrease slowly w
decreasingN and then to again increase for the lightest is

g

FIG. 10. Ratios of the reduced transition probabiliti
B(M1)/B(E2) for the @514#9/22 band in 165Ta obtained from the
experiment. The solid~dash-dotted! curve represents the theoretic
calculation corresponding togp51.1 (gp51.3), neglecting the sig-
nature splitting. The dotted curve represents the theoretical calc
tion corresponding togp51.1, with the experimental signatur
splitting taken into account~see text for details!.
3-9
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D. G. ROUX et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024303
topes. It has been suggested@7,60# that the relative position
of the neutron Fermi level with respect to theV51/2 orbitals
of the i 13/2 shell, as well as the decrease of the monop
pairing energy with increasingN, play a crucial role in ex-
plaining this trend. Although this suggestion can quali
tively describe the observed trends, the calculated\vc val-
ues lie much lower than the experimental ones for
lightest even-even isotopes@60#. Thus changes in the defor
mation parameters@60#, and in particular deviations from
axial symmetry for theN*88 isotopes@7#, have been pro-
posed.

The AB band crossing frequency in the odd-Z nuclei is
similar to that of their even-even neighbors~see Fig. 11!.
The slightly lower \vc values for the odd-mass isotone
have been explained@7# as due to a small decrease in t
quadrupole deformation of the nucleus, induced by the
quasiproton~the positive slopes of thep@514#9/22 and the
p@402#5/21 orbitals vs deformation can be seen in Fig.!.
Since for these nuclei the valence protons and neutrons
cupy different major shells, the proton-neutron interactio
are negligible, and therefore the odd proton is not expec
to influence the band crossing frequency@61#. This similarity
is therefore an indication that the observed trend in the o
Z isotopes is mainly due to the properties of the even-e
core and will reflect the nuclear shape.

Thus the higher experimental value of\vc50.26 MeV in
165Ta92 when compared with the theoretical prediction
0.20 MeV is very likely a consequence of increasedg soft-
ness of the core for this light Ta isotope.

FIG. 11. Upper panel: band crossing frequencies for then i 13/2

alignment in the ground bands of even-even Yb, Hf, and W isoto
and in theph11/2 andpd5/2 bands in odd Lu and Ta isotopes. Low
panel: signature splitting of the high-V ph11/2 Routhians in the odd
rare-earth isotopes withZ;70. Filled symbols correspond to th
signature splitting below the band crossing measured at\v
50.225 MeV, and open symbols to the signature splitting ab
the band crossing at\v50.350 MeV.
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2. Enhanced signature splitting

The experimentally observed signature splitting in t
9/22 bands in the odd-even rare-earth nuclei is unexpecte
large for the light isotopes, increasing rapidly with decre
ing neutron number when approaching the nuclei withN
;90. The CSM calculations have not been able to reprod
it.

Signature splitting appears as a consequence of the
ing into the wave functions of orbitals withV51/2, due to
the Coriolis interaction. On the other hand, since the pro
Fermi level lies high in theh11/2 shell the mixing of theV
51/2 components into the wave functions is small for
axially symmetric nuclear shape. Decreasing nuclear qua
pole deformation on the other hand leads to an increa
signature splitting since in the lowest orderDe8 is propor-
tional to b2

22V11 if pairing is neglected@62#. Although an
increase in signature splitting is expected with increasinZ
and decreasingN ~since the quadrupole deformation d
creases, see Fig. 12 and Ref.@1#!, the predicted magnitude o
the splitting is nevertheless much less than observed@5#.

Thus, in order to reproduce the large signature splitting
high-V orbitals, a mechanism leading to enhanced mix
with an V51/2 orbital is needed. It seems that for the lig
odd-mass Ta and Lu isotopes only nonaxially symme
shapes can cause such an effect.

The enhanced signature splitting in the high-V ph11/2 or-
bitals observed in the odd-A rare-earth isotopes, has bee
attributed @14# to deviations from an axially symmetri
nuclear shape, since according to the CSM calculations~i!
even a 50% change in the pairing gap barely affects
signature splitting;~ii ! a variation of quadrupole deformatio
b2 within the interval 0.16–0.29 leads to small, almost co
stant signature splitting of theph11/2 orbitals; ~iii ! the trend
of the rapid increase of signature splitting with decreas
neutron number in the bands associated with the same
siproton configuration strongly suggests a dependence
nuclear shape. In addition, the same authors have shown
the upper-shellph11/2 orbitals tend to drive the nuclear shap
toward negativeg deformations withg;220°, for which a
sizable signature splitting of these orbitals is expected. Si
the g softness is predicted to increase with decreasing n

s

e

FIG. 12. The b2 and b4 deformation parameters for th
1652179Ta nuclei, calculated by the TRS for the lowest (2,21/2)
proton configuration at\v50.131 MeV.
3-10
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SIGNATURE SPLITTING AND QUASIPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024303
tron number towardN;90 @15#, the largest splittings are
expected for these nuclei. It has been also pointed out
the low-V orbitals of the neutroni 13/2 shell strongly drive the
nucleus towardsg*0°. Therefore, after the first backben
the nuclear shape is expected to be close to axially symm
ric, and thus the large signature splitting of the protonph11/2
orbitals will disappear. These trends have been experim
tally found for all the rare-earth nuclei withZ,70, ~see, for
instance, Refs.@63–65#!, as well as for those withZ>70 ~see
for instance Refs.@2,6#. The lower part of Fig. 11 show
these trends for a number of isotopes withZ;70.

It therefore seems very likely that deviations from an a
ally symmetric shape play an important role in generating
large signature splitting of the high-V ph11/2 orbitals for the
isotones withN;90, even for the nuclei withZ*70.

3. Overestimated signature splitting in the B(M1)ÕB(E2) ratios
below the backbending

The B(M1)/B(E2) ratios can exhibit a signature spli
ting, which is known to represent the splitting in the ma
netic transition ratesDB(M1) @8#, where DB(M1)
5B(M1:a f→au)2B(M1:au→a f). A signature splitting
De8 of the Routhians and magnetic ratesDB(M1) does not
necessarily imply a triaxial nuclear shape, but the magnit
of De8 andDB(M1) can be strongly dependent ong. In the
cranking formalism the relation between magnetic transit
rates andDe8, as given by Eq.~7!, reflects the effect of
admixtures ofV51/2 components in the nuclear wave fun
tions. However, this expression is valid only for axially sym
metric nuclear shapes.

In the rare-earth region the signature splitting of t
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for the strongly coupledph11/2 bands
calculated by Eq.~7! often strongly overestimates the expe
mental value, particularly for the nuclei aroundN;90. Such
a result can be considered as a possible sign of deviation
nuclear shape from axial symmetry.

The signature splitting ofB(M1) rates can be expresse
by the ratio of $D@B(M1)/B(E2)#%/^B(M1)/B(E2)&,
where ^B(M1)&5 1

2 @B(M1:a f→au)1B(M1:au→a f)#.
This ratio depends neither on the gyromagnetic factors,
on the B(E2) values since it is believed that theB(E2)
values show smooth dependence on spin, and in partic
do not exhibit signature dependence even in the case o
axially deformed nuclear shapes@66#. Indeed, no signature
dependence is found@64# in the measuredB(E2) values in
157Ho, which has a pronounced splitting inB(M1) values at
low spin in theph11/2 @523#7/22 configuration. Similar re-
sults have been reported in159Tm @67#. The monotonic in-
crease in the deviations between experimental and calcu
values ofDB(M1)/^B(M1)& with decreasing neutron num
ber in Lu isotopes, has been interpreted as a possible co
quence of the increased triaxiality andg softness of the nu-
clei with N approachingN;90 @8#. A similar trend is
observed for the 165,167Ta isotopes. The theoretica
DB(M1)/^B(M1)& ratio is calculated to lie within the ex
perimental error bars for167Ta, whereas for165Ta the theo-
retical is found to exceed the experimental ratio by a fac
of about 4.9 as shown in Fig. 13. This is an indication
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increased deviation from axial symmetry of the nucle
shape.

A theoretical study of theDB(M1)/^B(M1)& ratio re-
vealed that it can be expressed as@51#

DB~M1!/^B~M1!&5
4•De8•\v

~De8!21~\v!2
. ~8!

This equation should be valid for axially symmetric shap
in both the cranked shell model and the particle-rotor mod
for the deformation-aligned bands, whereK is a good quan-
tum number. It has been shown@51# that for the high-V
ph11/2 bands in Ho, Tm, and Lu isotopes the left-hand s
of the equation has a lower value than the right-hand side
negativeg deformations, and a higher value for positiveg
deformations. On the basis of such a comparison, it has b
suggested that the157Ho, 159Tm, and 161,163,165Lu deviate
appreciably (215°>g>225°) from an axially symmetric
shape@51#. This is also observed for the@514#9/22 bands in
the light Ta isotopes. In the case of167Ta, for example, the
left- and right-hand sides of Eq.~8! have values of 0.28 and
0.79, respectively~calculated from the experimental data
\v;0.27). However, for the lighter165Ta, where the re-
spective values are 0.32 and 1.17~calculated from the ex-
perimental data at\v;0.25), this discrepancy is more pro
nounced. Such a trend is consistent with the assumptio
increasedg instability of the nuclear shape with decreasi
N and indicates a considerable negativeg deformation for
165Ta.

It is therefore very likely that sizable deviations fro
axial symmetry cause the observed discrepancies betw
the experimental data, and theoretical calculations which
sume an axially symmetric nuclear shape. Since CSM can
properly treat nuclearg softness, we performed such calc
lations with a fixed value ofg, representing the ‘‘mean’’
deviations from axial symmetry. A negative deformatio
with g5218° not only raised the calculated crossing fr
quency to\v;0.26 withD i 510.2\, ~see the inset of uppe
part of Fig. 9!, but also gave a very good agreement betwe
the experimental signature splitting~69 keV at \v
50.225 MeV) and the theoretical value~67.1 keV, see the
inset of the lower part of Fig. 9!. Although according to Ref.

FIG. 13. DB(M1)/^B(M1)& ratios shown as a function of ro
tational frequency for the@514#9/22 bands. The solid~dotted! line
represents the theoretical values in165Ta (167Ta). Also shown are
the experimental values for165Ta ~filled square! and 167Ta ~open
square! at rotational frequencies of 0.25 and 0.27 MeV, resp
tively.
3-11
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@51# the CSM is not quantitatively reliable when describi
the low frequencies in triaxially deformed nuclei, the abo
results indicate that it is quite likely that a considerable
axial nuclear deformation and/or increasedg softness plays a
crucial role in thep@514#9/22 yrast band of165Ta.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The study of the nuclei in the rare-earth region has b
extended with the spectroscopy of the most neutron-defic
tantalum nucleus investigated to date,165Ta, using the
AFRODITE array. The yrast band of165Ta was established
up to a spin of53

2
2. The band head was assignedI p59/22

and the configurationp@514#9/22 was associated with th
yrast band on the basis of systematics and cranked s
model calculations. According to total Routhian surface c
culations the nuclear shape is expected to beg soft. The
alignment of the firsti 13/2 pair of neutrons was found to
occur at\v50.25 MeV, below which a large signature spl
s.
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02430
-

n
nt

ell
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ting of the Routhians was observed for theV59/2 yrast
band. The splitting was found to almost disappear and
come inverted above the backbend. CSM was unable to
isfactorily reproduce the experimentally observed ba
crossing frequency, nor the observed splitting in t
Routhians or theB(M1)/B(E2) ratios, if an axially symmet-
ric nuclear shape was assumed. It is most likely that a s
stantial deviation from axial symmetry is the cause of the
discrepancies.
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